**Get ready for Science to count for AYP!**

**Will you be ready** when science becomes an AYP indicator? GYSTC can help! Get grade level specific training in the areas of life, earth, and physical science. Start with a general session on inquiry, standards-based science, and break into grade level groups for hands-on training. Take home lessons that you can use in your classroom when school starts.

Attend the follow-up webinar to earn 1 PLU. Participants will also receive resources from the National Science Teachers Association and updates on the next generation National Science Standards.

More information: srich@westga.edu 678-839-6147 or lpl@canes.gsw.edu

$49 per teacher for GYSTC member systems
$99 per teacher for non-member systems

8:30am-3:30pm
Douglas County Education Annex, Douglasville, GA
June 8, 2011 Grades 3-5
June 9, 2011 Grades 6-8

Georgia Southwestern, Americus, GA
June 14, 2011 Grades 3-5
June 15, 2011 Grades 6-8